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Abstract: Strain rate is a vital factor for the design of a RC (Reinforced Concrete) member under blast loading. At present, it is not scientific and cut down the believability to assume the strain rate is a constant or to take the loading rate instead of the strain rate. In this paper, an analytical model of RC beams with flexible supports is presented, in which the
elasticity, damping, and lumped mass of flexible support are taken into account. Theoretical method of strain rate for RC
beam with flexible supports under blast loading is developed based on Euler-Bernoulli beams. It is indicated that the
maximal values of strain rate are increased as the blast impulses and the overpressures increased, but the loading rates
have not obvious influences on the strain rates. The maximal values and the vibration frequencies of strain rate are increased as support stiffness increased. The maximal values of strain rate are decreased as support damping increased, and
the attenuation values of strain rate are accelerated. Calculations show that it will result in an overestimation of DIF (Dynamic Increase Factor) to take the loading rate instead of the strain rate.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Concrete and steel are both sensitive to strain rate (strain
in per unit time), and the strength, ductility and failure mode
will be changed under high loading rate. It is significant to
investigate into the strain rate effects for the design and checking for a reinforced concrete member under blast loading.
In recent years, the blast-resistances of various buildings
and structures have caused peoples’ attentions all over the
world [1]. To improve the blast-resistances of beam/slab
members in protective engineering, some new structures
including members with flexible supports are developed except for improving the material properties. The support with
its stiffness is comparable to the stiffness of member itself is
usually be simplified to elastic support [2-4]. In addition, the
damping effects must be considered if the energy dissipations of support cannot be neglected. Above movable supports with elastic and damping characteristics are called
flexible boundaries [5-7].
At present, the failure mechanism of reinforced concrete
structures under rapid loading is still not clear. It was supposed that the dynamic failure modes could be derived by
the static failure modes by taking strain rate effects into account, and the values of strain rate are usually equal to the
loading rate [8, 9]. It is indicated by rapid loading tests of

concrete beam that the load-deflection curves are similar to
that of under static loading, but the ultimate bearing capacities significantly improved. The increased values of bearing
capacity mainly depend on the material strengths, but the
values of deformation and ductility are similar to that of under static loading. Therefore, the analytical methods of RC
(reinforced concrete) beam under static loading are usually
applied to the blast-resistance designs by only introducing a
constant DIF (Dynamic Increase Factor) [10]. Obviously, it
is not scientific and cut down the believability to assume the
strain rate is a constant or to take the loading rate instead of
the strain rate for RC beams with flexible under blast loading. In this paper, the influences of loading characteristics
and supporting condition on the DIF of concrete and steel for
RC beams with flexible supports are analyzed.
2. DYNAMIC RESPONSES
Dynamic responses of non-deep RC beam (i.e.
high/span≤0.25) with flexible supports under blast loading
are analyzed based on Euler-Bernoulli beams. The action
times of blast loads are very short, thus the blast loads are
usually simplified to ideal triangular load [11].
(1)

p(t) = pf (t)

(

where, p is the overpressure of blast load. f (t) = 1! t / td
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)

is the characteristic function of blast load, and td is the positive action time.
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Fig. (1). Analytical model for beam with flexible supports.

As shown in Fig. (1), a RC beam with flexible supports is
analyzed. The span is l , and the mass in per unit length is
m . The elastic coefficient of support is e , and the damping
coefficient is d , and the lumped mass is ms . The response
function of displacement is given below.
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According to the orthogonality between the main modes,

!

y(x,t) = u(t) + " wi (x)Ti (t)

(6)

(2)

i=1

i.e.

!

l
0

wi (x)w j (x) = 0(i " j) . The Eq.(6) can be further sim-

where, u(t) is the rigid displacement due to compression of

plified.

support, wi (x) is the shape function for i -order correspond-

&&
BTi (t) " [ wi!!(x)]2 dx + m " u(t)w
(x)dx +mT&&i (t) " wi2 (x)dx =
i

ing to pmax = 1 , Ti (t) is the time-history function for i order.
The vibration equation of RC beam under blast loading is

B

!4 y(x,t)
!2 y(x,t)
+m
= p(t)
4
!x
!t 2

(3)

According to Ref. [12], a formula of bending stiffness for
RC beam in normal case is

B=

Es Ec h02
1.15! + 0.2 + 6" E # s

(4)

where, Ec , Es is the elastic modulus of concrete and steel,
respectively. h0 is the effective height of section, ! is nonuniformity coefficient of tensile steel strain, ! E = Es / Ec ,

l

l

l

0

0

0

l

pf (t) ! wi (x)dx

(7)

0

The Eq. (7) can be simplified to following equation based
on Galerkin method.

&& = ! i2 pf (t)
T&&i (t) + ! i2Ti (t) + Au(t)

(8)

l

where, ! i2 =

B # [ wi""(x)]2 dx
0

l

is the vibration frequency corre-

m # wi2 (x)dx
0

l
i

sponding to vibration mode wi (x) , and A =

0
l

!

! s is the reinforcement ratio.

.

wi2 (x)dx

0

The dynamic reaction at either end of the beam is

&
R = eu(t) + du(t)

! w (x)dx

For both end of RC beam, there are
(5)

where, e = Es! A" / (2D) is the elastic coefficient of support,

d = ! c p A" is the damping coefficient of support, Es! is the
compressive modulus, c p is the velocity of P-wave, D is
the height of support, ! is the material density, A! is the
bottom area of support.
Since that the shape function wi (x) is approximate, on
both sides of the Eq.(3) are not equal. Then the Eq.(6) is obtained by weighted residual method.

&& + R + Q(t) = 0
ms u(t)
#

(9)
#

where, Q(t) = !B$ wi"""(0)Ti (t) = !B$ wi"""(l)Ti (t) .
i=1

i=1

Only the first vibration mode is usually considered for
dynamic response of structure under blast loading [13].
Combining Eq. (8) and Eq. (9), the following equations are
obtained.

$&T&& (t) + ! 2T (t) + Au(t)
&& = !12 pf (t)
1 1
% 1
&& # du(t)
& # eu(t)
'& Bw1"""(l)T1 (t) # ms u(t)

(10)
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The initial conditions of Eqs. (10) at

t = 0 are given as

T1 = 0 , T&1 = 0 , u = 0 , u& = 0

(11)

The Eqs. (10) at free vibration stage can be obtained by
assuming that f (t) = 0 , and the initial conditions can be determined by the continuity of blast ending and free vibration
starting.
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(Dynamic Increase Factor) is defined as the ratio of dynamic
strength to static strength for arbitrary strain rate [10].
The DIF of steel is derived based on K&C model.
)

# !& &
DIF = %% s"4 ((
$ 10 '
where,

3. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF STRAIN RATE
The cracks of RC members can be observed before
global deformation, and the stage before longitudinal steel
reaches its yield stress is considered to be quasi-elastic stage
[14]. The plastic strains when members failed are quite small
because that the action time of blast loading is short enough
and the members are always too late to deform fully, it is
assumed that the RC beam still satisfy the plane section hypothesis before failure [7]. The rotation angles of arbitrary
cross section of RC beams at any time is

! (x,t) = w1""(x)T1 (t)

(12)

The equation of first-order vibration mode for RC beam
with simple supports under blast loading can be given as [13].

"
y(x,t) = T1 (t) sin $ !
#

x%
'
l&

(13)

Then the Eq.(12) is written as
2

#" &
#
! (x,t) = T1 (t) % ( sin % "
$l'
$

x&
(
l'

(14)

The strain rate of concrete !&c (x,t) and strain rate of steel

!&s (x,t) for arbitrary cross section of RC beams at any time
can be obtained according to the linear distribution law of
section.
2
$# '
$ x'
!&c (x,t) = "cT&1 (t) & ) sin & # ) h
(15)
%l(
% l(

209

!&s

(17)
is

the

strain

rate

of

steel,

and

fy

. f y is the yield
414
strength of steel, and 290 MPa ! f y ! 710 MPa .

10!4 s!1 " #&s " 255s!1 , ! = 0.074 " 0.040

The DIF of concrete is also derived based on K&C
model. This model is an improved CEB model, and the
DIF of compressive strength is determined by following
formulas.

," %1.026 (
..$ !&c '
DIF = -$# !&cs '&
.
./+ (!&c )1/3
where,

(!&c ) 30s*1 )

(18)

(!&c > 30s )

!&cs = 3"10#5 s#1 is

*1

the

reference

strain

rate.

log ! = 6.156" # 0.49 , ! = (5 + 3 f cu / 4)"1 and f cu is the static
compressive strength.
5. EXAMPLES AND DISCUSSIONS
The blast loads are simplified to uniform triangular loads
including rising times. The RC beam is a rectangular crosssection beam with span of l = 6m , the section size is
b ! h = 0.2m ! 0.5m , and the longitudinal reinforcement ratio
is ! s = 1.2% . The compressive strength of C30 concrete
is f cs = 16.5MPa , the elastic modulus is Ec = 29.5GPa . The
tensile strength of steel is f y = 310 MPa , the elastic modulus
is Es = 210GPa .

2

$# '
$ x'
!&s (x,t) = "sT&1 (t) & ) sin & # ) (h0 * + h0 )
%l(
% l(

(16)

where, !c , !s is the strain non-uniformity coefficient of concrete and steel, respectively. h is the distance to neutral axis.
! h0 is the compressive height of concrete, and ! is the relative height of compressive zone.
The Eq. (15) and Eq. (16) indicate that the strain rates of
concrete and steel of RC beam with flexible supports under
blast loading involve many factors such as loading characteristic, reinforcement ratio, structure stiffness and supporting
conditions.
4. DYNAMIC INCREASE FACTORS
The dynamic strengths of concrete or steel are increased
as strain rates increased under impact or blast loading. DIF

5.1. Influences of Loading Characteristics
The influences of loading rate (!p / t) , blast impulse

(I ) and overpressure (!p) on strain rates are analyzed with
relative stiffness ! = el 3 / B = 200 and damping coefficient

d = 10000N ! s / m , where geometric parameters and material properties remain unchanged. It is shown in Figs. (2) and
(3) that the strain rate of concrete ln !& is 0.80, 0.81, 0.96,
0.96, and the strain rate of steel ln !& is 1.13, 1.17, 1.43, 1.50
respectively corresponding to four different loading characteristics. It is indicated that the dynamic loading rates have
not obvious influences on the values of material strain rates
for a given blast impulse (I ) and overpressure (!p) . The
reason is that the blast rising time is very short and the supports are deformable, the materials have not yet deformed
fully during blast rising.
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Fig. (2). Variations of strain rate for concrete versus time.
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Fig. (3). Variations of strain rate for steel versus time.
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Fig. (4). Variations of strain rate for concrete versus time.

5.2. Influences of Support Stiffness
The variations of strain rate versus time are obtained by Eq.
(15) and Eq. (16) with loading rate of 6.1×103MPa/s and
damping coefficient d = 10000N ! s / m , where geometric
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Fig. (5). Variations of strain rate for steel versus time.

parameters and material properties remain unchanged. It is
observed in Figs. (4) and (5) that the strain rate of concrete
ln !& is 0.19, 0.80, 1.20, and the strain rate of steel ln !& is
0.23,1.17, 1.49 respectively corresponding to the relative
stiffness of 50, 200 and ∞. It is indicated that the strain rates
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blast loading. The lagged phenomenon of concrete and steel
is observed when support damping is small enough, moreover the vibration amplitudes attenuated slowly. It is indicated
that the vibration energy of structure is quickly dissipated as
support damping increased. The support damping has not
obvious influences on the material strain rates during blast
loading.
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5.4. Comparison of DIF
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Table 1 is the comparison of the results of Ref. [15] and
that by the method in this paper. It is summarized in Table 1
that the DIF of concretes are significantly higher than that of
steel, and it is consistent with actual case. The strain rate
effects of concretes and steel are analyzed by the simplified
formulas presented in literature [15], in which it is to take the
loading rates instead of the strain rates. It is indicated that the
analytical results are larger than that by the method in this
paper, and it will result in an overestimation of DIF. On the
other hand, the larger support stiffness the higher DIF is obtained, and the DIF is higher by 25% with respect to the analytical results of this paper. Therefore, for the blast-resistant
structures with flexible supports it is necessary to estimate
the actual strain rate effects by taking loading characteristics,
reinforcement ratio and boundary conditions into accounted.
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Fig. (6). Variations of strain rate for concrete versus time.
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6. CONCLUSION
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The influence of dynamic characteristics, boundary conditions on the effects of strain rate of concrete and steel for
RC beam with flexible supports under blast loading are theoretically investigated.
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Fig. (7). Variations of strain rate for steel versus time.

(1) The blast loading rates have not any influences on the
strain rates of concrete and steel for RC beam with
flexible supports, but the values of strain rates are increased obviously as blast impulse (I ) and overpressure

of concrete and steel are increased as support stiffness increased, also the vibration frequencies. The maximal values
of strain rate are gradually attenuated versus response times.
It shows that the deformations of flexible support have buffering effects on the structural deformation as support stiffness is small enough. The larger support stiffness, the higher
values of strain rate will be derived.

(!p) increased.
(2) The larger support stiffness the higher vibration frequencies of RC beam with flexible supports obtained,
also the maximal values of strain rate.

5.3. Influences of Support Damping

(3) The lagged phenomenon of concrete and steel occur as
support damping is small enough, and the vibration amplitudes attenuated slowly. It is indicated that the vibration energy of structure is quickly dissipated as support
damping increased.

The variations of strain rate versus time are obtained by
Eq. (15) and Eq. (16) with loading rate of 6.1×103MPa/s and
relative stiffness of ! = el 3 / B = 50 , where geometric parameters and material properties remain unchanged. It can be
observed in Figs. (6) and (7) that the support damping has
not any influences on the values of the strain rate during
Table 1.

(4) Not only the characteristics of blast load, but also the
geometric parameters and boundary condition influence

Comparisons of maximal DIF.
Influence of Load

Ref. [15]

This paper

Influence of Damping

Influence of Stiffness

Concrete

2.06

2.12

2.06

2.12

2.06

2.06

2.06

2.06

2.06

2.06

Reinforcement

1.62

1.66

1.62

1.66

1.62

1.62

1.62

1.62

1.62

1.62

Concrete

1.83

1.83

1.85

1.85

1.68

1.83

1.87

1.71

1.68

1.67

Reinforcement

1.51

1.51

1.52

1.53

1.41

1.51

1.53

1.42

1.41

1.40
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on the material DIF. For the blast-resistant structures
with flexible supports it is necessary to derive the actual
effects of strain rate by taking loading characteristics,
reinforcement ratio and boundary conditions into account.
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